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Compatible with Requirements for High 
Performanceand Safety Standards
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Why use combination system for sports surface?

Core Function for combination surface system:
Enhance High performance and sports safety standards.
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(Shock Absorption ) %     —— 35-50
(Vertical Deformation) mm —— 0.6-2.5

Skid Resistant BPN 20 —— 47
(Elongation Rate) MPa     —— 0.5

(Breaking Point) %      —— 40

Formulating the testing standards of various sports surfaces is 
based on the difference characteristics of the sports 
requirements to control the sports performance standards and 
safety in sports activities.
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The contradiction in sports performance —— Shock Absorption 
and Deformability.

Higher the Shock Absorption ,the softer the surface,the 
Deformability greater.

Optimum Deformability,the harder the surface,the Shock 
Absorption lower.



Testing standards  theoretically balance the contradition.

Almost all materials can be made into special samples and 
achieved the testing requirements.

How to guarantee finished product on site similar to sample



The effective method to solve the contradition is to have 
separate layers surfacing system.

Using different materials and their special properties to form 
layers,each layer has its own function,when combined,an 
equalibram in high performance and sports safety is achieved.
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Opinion of the new 
creation of surface 
material



High quality prefabricated sheer will 
guarantee the finished product quality 
similar to the standards of the sample. 

The hidden problem of cracking at the 
seam in prefabricated sheet will affect 
the durability of the material,such as 
deformation of bends upheaval at 
joints bubbling gapping problem.
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New creation concept: Inrtoducing rapid rebounce and high shock 
absorption material or structure——Air bubbles.

Air bubble or Air base structure for 
professional sports shoe successfully has 
been in use for more than 30 years.High 
shock absorption rapid rebounce properties 
have been proven.



The analysis of the theory of high shock absorption,strong 
rebounce of air bubble layer.

When under pressure,the air bubble 
compressed and deformed 
horizontally,impact on cushion bubble 
layer,dissolved the high impact force. 
fransfer to rebound initiation,lmmediate 
release of energy.



The air bubble under pressure and 
compressed, when released,it forms a 
rapid strong  rebounce initiation, 
immediate recovery of energy. 

The analysis of the theory of high shock absorption,strong 
rebounce of air bubble layer.
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Air bubble structure introduced in sports flooring——Tiny bubble structure is 
from points transfrom to surface layer,from sport shoe to sports floor.

Air bubble layer is formed by high resilient 
PU material and micro bubbling technique.

Tiny bubbles evenly distributed in PU 
material form an entire bubble layer,provides 
excellence shock absorption and rapid 
rebounce properties in sports.



Improving of rubber base to 
prefabricated sheet,meets the 
characteristics of rubber roll,consistent 
in qualily of finished works with 
sample,maintain the properties of shock 
absorption and rapid rebounce proerties.



How to guarantee an optimum vertical deformation?How to solve the 
problem of cracking at the seam in prefabricated sheet in running track?

Attempt using SPUA material 
combine with fabric netting,create 
a high resillient,high elongation 
rate surface layer.

High resilient structure layer able 
to control the elongation 
rate,hence control the optimum 
vertical deformability.



The pretabricated seamless 
surface,resolve the cracking 
problem in track.

The chipless surface provide 
constant friction reduce pulling 
resistance of spike shoe,enhance 
performamce.




